SAS Ride Report
Sunday Ride October 05, 2008
‘An MRA Supported Event’

Adelaide – Outer Harbour - Brighton Ride
At the suggestion of our newest member Emma we met at BP West Tce for a Sunday ride in
the middle of a long weekend. Upon arrival we mingled with some of the SAMRATS,
enjoyed a quick cuppa and met some new riders. The ride also saw the return of Kimmi on
her pink scoot. Brutus was there to greet us and to see us off. After a short briefing by the
ride officials, we commenced our ride at about 10.40 am. The ride captain for the day was
Rene ably assisted by Dr Phil as tailman.

The start at BP West Tce enabled some to grab fuel, coffee and mingle.
The weather was perfect, as 10 assorted scooters and one bike cruised northwest towards
our first stop Pt Adelaide. We pulled up for a breather at the waterfront alongside the
Birkenhead Bridge.
The short break made for an ideal opportunity to look over each other’s rides and get to know
the new riders a bit better.
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The break at Pt Adelaide gave us an opportunity to check out the variety of scooters on our
ride.
The second leg of the journey took us onto Outer Harbour via Victoria Road and then
heading south along Lady Gowrie Drive towards Semaphore where we had another break.

The stop at Semaphore
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The Adam Internet train at Semaphore (just for Dr Phil )
After a short break, we then embarked on the final leg through West Beach and Glenelg onto
our lunch stop and journey’s end at Caffe Prego (ex-Primo) on Jetty Road, Brighton.
Unfortunately not all were able to stay for lunch.
In summary, a most enjoyable ride in good company on a glorious day, enhanced by some
great coastal scenery, finishing off with some delicious food. Thanks one and all for your
company on the day. With warmer weather approaching, our numbers should continue to
grow.
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